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I recently received a letter from a fellow Airstreamer concerning a problem he experienced with his truck’s hitch
and one he would advise others to check for. His truck is, as listed in the title, a 2002 GMC Sierra. At the end of
last season he saw that the hitch head was sitting at a decidedly up tilted angle. Upon examining it further he
discovered that the cross member on the OEM receiver had twisted. He indicated that on the GMC/Chevy trucks
from 2000 to current production the receiver uses a round tube for the cross member/torque tube. The receiver
tube is very short allowing the hitch shank to extend out the forward end several inches. Coupled with a loose
fitting receiver tube which allowed the hitch head to move, ended up putting so much force on the receiver that
it bent nearly 10 deg.
He tows a 2004 Classic 31' which weighs in below gross with a hitch weight of approximately 900 lbs. His hitch
is an Equal-i-zer brand hitch.
When he contacted Linden, makers of the Equal-i-zer, they said this is a problem they were aware of. Their
experience is that round tube hitches are more prone to these types of problems. They recommended changing
the receiver to the more traditional square tube cross member.
He has since replaced the OEM receiver with an Eaz Lift Pro Series receiver which has a square cross member
and a much snugger fitting receiver tube. The new receiver does not conflict with the spare tire.
I think we are pretty diligent in checking tires, fluid levels and other operating systems on our RV’s but for the
most part spend very little time on inspecting the hitch and its components. I believe the above owners’ letter
should make us aware of an area that needs more attention and it offers good information. Thanks!

What is the correct tire pressure? Great question, there are many different types of tires used on RV’s; each
of which may have a different pressure rating. There is, however, a recommended tire pressure listed on the
vehicle data plate and also on the tire itself.
The two current trailer tires that Airstream uses are Goodyear:
ST 225/75 R15 LR-D (max. air pressure is 65 lbs.) Load Rating is 2540Lbs
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ST 215/75 R14 LR-C (max air pressure is 50 lbs.) Load Rating is 1760 Lbs.
Tires and load range designations on tires have changed over the years. They used to be a 6-ply or 8-ply tire, the
higher the number the stronger the tire. A “D” rated tire is equal to the old 8 ply designation and a “C” rated tire
is equal to a 6 ply tire.
Airstream fills the tires to the maximum pressure at the factory. Once the customer loads the trailer the way they
plan on using it and have weighed the trailer, the air pressure can be adjusted based on the weight if necessary.
Goodyear says tire pressure should never be reduced below the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended levels to
support load conditions in order to improve the ride quality of a vehicle. The difference in ride quality is not
significant.
Since RVs can be loaded with many different configurations, the load on each tire will vary. For this reason,
air pressure should be checked based on the load on each individual tire. Inflation pressure should be adjusted to
handle the maximum tire load, and all tires on the axle should carry the same inflation pressure. When minimum
inflation pressure requirements are not met, tire durability and optimum operation can be affected. Excessive
loads or under inflation can lead to an excessive amount of heat and tire failure.

Great Instructions. Seen on rear mud-flaps of a large truck
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Have a great month, and we’ll see you down the road.

P.S. I’ll be on the El Paso side.

If you have a topic for this column, please send your suggestions to:
Dave Schumann, Airstream, Inc., 419 W. Pike Street, Jackson Center, OH 45334

If your topic is published, you will receive a “Schu’s News” t-shirt!
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